As an independent, modern nomad, sixteen-year-old Kaye travels from city to city
with her mother’s rock band without a care. Until an ominous force attack forces Kaye
back to her childhood home. There, amid the industrial New Jersey backdrop, Kaye
finds herself an unwilling pawn in an ancient power struggle between two rival faerie
kingdoms. A struggle that may lead to her death.

YP FIC BLACK

Sixteen-year-old Amal has always been an artist and poet. But even at a diverse art
school, because of a biased system, he’s seen as disruptive and unmotivated. Then,
one night, an altercation escalates into a tragedy. “Boys just being boys” is only true
when those boys are white. Convicted of a crime he didn’t commit and sent to prison,
despair and rage almost drag Amal under until he turns to his art. While this should’ve
never been his story, he may be able to change it.

YP FIC ZOBOI
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Daunis Fontaine loves her community but yearns for official citizenship in her tribe.
When her plans to go to college are dashed by family emergencies, she stays close to
her Michigan home to help. After witnessing her best friend’s murder by her
boyfriend, she decides to look into the mounting local meth overdoses, using her
scientific knowledge of plants and chemistry to reveal the seller. But the closer Daunis
get to the truth, the greater the danger becomes.

YP FIC BOULLEY

Huaxian boys dream of pairing up with girls to pilot giant robots. All to battle the aliens
beyond the Great Wall. Even if the girls die from the mental strain. When Zetian
volunteers for a pairing to secretly avenge her sister, she gets revenge by killing the
murderer through the psychic link between them. Labelled as an Iron Widow, she is
paired with the strongest and most controversial of male pilots to keep her in line. But
Zetian refuses to stop until she can figure out the pilot’s system misogynist ways and
stop more girls from being sacrificed.

YP FIC ZHAO
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A beautiful and distinguished family. A private island. A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, political boy. A group of four friends—the
Liars—whose friendship turns destructive. A revolution. An accident. A secret. Lies upon lies. True love. The truth. Read it. And if anyone
asks you how it ends, just LIE.

YP FIC LOCKHART

Jamal’s best friend, Q, doesn’t know he died and that he’s about to die again. He doesn’t know Jamal tried to save him. And the reason
behind their two-year estrangement is because Jamal blames Q for the death of his parents. But with a new technology that allows Q to
be reanimated for a few weeks, Jamal may get a second chance. But when Q’s mom refuses to let her son know about his impending
death. So how can Jamal fix things if he can’t tell Q the truth?

YP FIC REYNOLDS

If Bao Nguyen had to describe himself, he’d say he was steady and strong. But not really interesting or remarkable. Working at his
parents’ pho restaurant proves that since he’s the fifth favorite employee. If Linh Mai had to describe herself, she’d say she’s stable but
full of potential joy and fire. She wants to pursue a career in art but her parents rely on her full-time status to keep the family pho
restaurant afloat. So when these two meet, being part of two competing neighboring restaurants with a bitter past, sparks fly. But can
they find love in the middle of feuds and complicated histories?

YP FIC LE

When famous R&B artist Korey Fields spots Enchanted Jones at an audition, her dream of becoming a singer take flight. Until she wakes
up with blood on her hands and no memory of the previous night, next to Korey Fields’ dead body. Before her dreams turned into a
nightmare, Enchanted didn’t know of Korey’s dark, controlling side because of his charm and star power. But with him dead, the cops
are at the door, and all signs point to Enchanted being the murderer.

YP FIC JACKSON

Jules and Jack are both starting over at a new high school. Jules is still figuring out what it means to be gay and just how out he wants to
be. Jack is reeling from a fall out with his best friend, not ready to let anyone in yet. When the two meet, the sparks are undeniable. But a
video linking Jack to a pair of popular trans vloggers thrusts both boys into the spotlight. They’re left with a choice: play it safe or claim
their own space in the world together.

YP FIC SIE

Teenager Steve Harmon is on trial for murder and robbery, having been mixed up in a heist that turned lethal. But before then, he was

─

interested in cinematography as an amateur filmmaker. To make sense of what’s going on, Steve imagines his ordeal the trial and

─

thereafter as a movie starring himself to make things clearer. With him as a “monster” since that’s what those accused of the crime are
labeled. But what isn’t clear is if Steve is guilty or not, more so as he’s reluctant to admit the full truth.

COM YP MYERS

